Here’s What’s
Happening at JUBILEE
JUBILEE Students had a very special treat on Friday. The
KONA ICE truck visited the school. Everyone enjoyed a
yummy, cool treat on a beautiful, sunny day!!

Kindergarten has been
learning about God’s
amazing and beautiful
creations. They made a
flip book of pictures to
represent each day of
creation. They have
enjoyed singing their
creation song to help
them memorize what He
did each day!

First Grade started working on building their STAMINA for Super
Quiet Uninterrupted Reading Time (SQUIRT) last week. They are
already able to read quietly for four whole minutes at a time! Our
goal is 20 minutes.
Second grade
learned that the
stomach uses its
muscles to break
down the food
and it creates
chyme!

The third graders love
learning about MUSCLES
and BONES so much that
they chose to play one of
their Unit games during
their free time at RECESS!
Jubilee’s integrated
curriculum really fosters a
LOVE of LEARNING!

Fourth grade rolled up
their sleeves and got
super creative this
week!! The students
used play dough to make
the lungs, heart and
some very happy body
cells. They also used
glitter glue to show the
path blood takes to
different parts of the
body.

Unit time for the fifth and sixth graders was full of
sensory experiences (like tasting onion while eating apple),
but one of Ms. Booher’s favorites was helping the kids
understand the difference between sensory and motor
neurons. To illustrate this, one student sat in a roller chair
while another student, with their eyes closed, pushed them.
The person sitting had to tell the person who was "driving"
how to navigate through small obstacle course. It produced
some humorous results, but the kids also saw how incredible
the design of our bodies are in the way that our nerves
works together.

